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1. Introduction

In the course of the 20th century, nearly all aspects of operations in businesses, organizations, and
other entities have been disrupted by the introduction of computers and information systems. Early
support systems for processes, often implemented on paper or through other analog means, have been
progressively superseded by digital computer systems. This has not always occurred in a linear, homo-
geneous fashion; at times, technology has progressed in bursts, often in correspondence to decade- or
century-defining historical moments. For instance, the immediate post-World War II period has seen a
dramatic acceleration of computing technology and related research fields.

In the early twenties, a similar phenomenon was induced by the public health crisis caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic. In the effort to combat the spread of the epidemic, and in the immediate after-
math, medical practitioners and scientists have attempted to improve the effectiveness of treatments
by incorporating recently-developed technologies. A prominent such technology is data science, of
which the application has enabled the analysis of healthcare operations with a level of detail never seen
before.

Process mining [1] is a branch of data science that enables data-driven analytics based on discrete
event data. Through recordings of past process executions collected in event logs, process mining
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allows for the automatic discovery of process models and for the measurements of potential deviations
between normative models and real-life execution of processes. With the steep increase in demand of
domain-specific, multi-perspective data science and analytics in industry, commercial tools based on
process mining are enjoying a remarkable success.

While process mining techniques have been developed in the context of business processes, recent
years have also seen a proliferation of process mining methods in a number of new fields of application.
One such field is healthcare. A wide array of process mining approaches for analyzing both clinical and
administrative data from the healthcare domain have now been introduced [2–4], and the application of
process science techniques to the healthcare and medical domains is now an established and rapidly-
growing branch of data science [5–7].

In light of all the above, we invited the community of process and data mining researchers to submit
novel scientific results on the topic of computational methods for the health sciences to this special
issue of the AIMS Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering journal. The papers accepted for pub-
lication in the special issue introduce new frameworks for clinical and organizational healthcare event
data analysis, or obtain novel significant insights on the context of a case study in the healthcare do-
main.

2. Milestones of process mining in healthcare

The Process Mining Manifesto, largely recognized as one of the most influential publications in
the history of the discipline, mentions healthcare as one of the non-traditional applications of process
mining [8, p. 180]. In it, the process mining community specifically highlights how data from medical
record is very difficult to mine, for multiple reasons—processes are partially recorded on paper, data
stream connector from/to medical information systems are lacking or downright absent, information is
recorded with little structure (e.g., in textual notes or emails).

Throughout the 2010s, improvements in the field have been slowly driven by process mining prac-
titioners and by new data recording technologies adopted by healthcare institutions. Notably, early
attempts focused on performing process-oriented analysis on administrative hospital data, which were
supported much more accurately. This early research acted as an outpost, allowing data scientists to
build bridges with the medical community. Much of this early work is summarized in [9].

In the late 2010s, structured and organized efforts by process scientists led to the establishment
of process mining in healthcare as a mature sub-discipline. In 2018, the first dedicated academic
event took place, the Process-Oriented Data Science for Healthcare workshop (PODS4H) [10]. The
initiative was and still is led by the homonymous international interest group, the PODS4H Alliance∗.

In 2022, a special issue dedicated to process mining in healthcare significantly expanded the amount
of literature available on the topic [11]. Such special issue also contains the paper “Process mining
for healthcare: Characteristics and challenges” [12], the de-facto manifesto of the field. This arti-
cle shapes the near future of the discipline, and summarizes the main challenges of process-oriented
analysis in healthcare for the next years ahead. Later in the same year, the first summer school on pro-
cess mining took place; the teaching of process mining applied to healthcare domain had a prominent
role in the empirical section of the school. An article version of such lecture about process mining in
healthcare has been published as chapter of the Process Mining Handbook [13].

∗https://pods4h.com/
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3. Articles included in the special issue

In this special issue, four articles have been accepted for publication:

• In “Identification of drug side effects with a path-based method”, Jiang et al. [14] builds a set
of networks to compactly represent drugs, side-effects, and drug side-effects in a clinical setting.
They then used a path-based exploration technique to estimate and assess the possible side-effects
of a given farmaceutical. They show that their method surpasses state-of-the-art approached for
network-based side-effect estimation.
• In “A framework for multi-perspective process mining into a BPMN process model”, Tiftik et

al. [15] introduce a framework that merges process discovery with multi-perspective mining, ob-
taining a tool able to couple additional process perspectives (control-flow, data, organizational) to
the output of a selection of discovery algorithms, to obtain a holistic, multi-perspective view of
processes. The authors showcase their tool on a medical event log.
• In “Reconstructing invisible deviating events: A conformance checking approach for recurring

events”, Grüger et al. [16] tackle the problem of reoccurring activities in a process—connected
to 1-loops in a correspondent process model—and the issues that such activities cause in the
context of conformance checking with temporal rules. The authors process the event log with
the insertion of invisible deviating events, additional activities which, instead of being part of the
original process, mark the occurrences of missing behavior.
• In “Analysis of single-cell RNA-sequencing data identifies a hypoxic tumor subpopulation associ-

ated with poor prognosis in triple-negative breast cancer”, Shi et al. [17] perform a study of RNA
data obtained through single-cell sequencing techniques. Using single-sample Gene Set Enrich-
ment Analysis (ssGSEA) and cell-cell communication analysis, the authors identify two genetic
markers (ARTN and L1CAM) the expression of which, verified against a risk-score model, indi-
cates a dismal prognosis in patients affected by triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).

4. Conclusion

The papers contributing to this special issue highlight the high relevance of the application of data
mining and process mining to clinical and medical settings. We hope for this promising branch of
science to live up to its clear potential and to flourish, bringing on further scientific achievements.

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the authors that contributed to this issue, for
their effort in writing and revising the papers; to all reviewers, for providing feedback and valuable
suggestions; and lastly, to the editorial team of the AIMS Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering
journal, for their assistance and support in making this special issue possible.
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